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(54) DEVICE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF A 

PRODUCT WITHOUT PLUNGER TUBE 

 

(57) The present invention relates to a device for 

the distribution of a product (P) comprising a 

container (10) with an axis X, surmounted  by 

a distribution component (20; 200), which 

container (10) has an outer side wall (11) and 

a bottom (12), which device comprises an 

inner wall (14) delimiting with the outer wall 

(11) at least one longitudinal passage (31; 32), 

which passage (31; 32) communicates with a 

part of the interior of the container via an 

orifice (40; 41; 42) situated substantially near 

the bottom of the container and, on the other 

hand, with the distribution component (20; 

200), which inner wall (14) is fixed axially 

relative to the outer side wall (11) of the 

container. 
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DEVICE FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF A PRODUCT WITHOUT 

PLUNGER TUBE 

 

The present invention relates to a device for the distribution of a product, 

especially a cosmetic product or body care product and in particular a distribution 

device comprising a container on a distribution part, for example a pump or a valve 

of the aerosol type provided to operate with the head on top and without a plunger 

tube. 

Conditioning and distribution devices traditionally comprise a container on a 

distribution part which is a pump or a valve of the aerosol type which are provided 

with a plunger tube extending from the distribution part to the container bottom. 

Such a plunger tube has several disadvantages.  In fact, neither the shape nor the 

color of such a tube can be controlled once it is arranged inside a container. The 

containers used, in particular for perfume bottles, are frequently transparent and 

show the plunger tube, which is not esthetical. It is therefore desirable to avoid 

using such a tube. 

Several solutions have already been proposed which allow the plunger tube to be 

eliminated. 

First of all, the bottles of the pouch bottle type or also of the piston bottle type do 

not use a plunger tube. However, even in the case in which a pouch or a piston is 

used, the pouch and the piston are visible when the bottle containing them is 

transparent. Such devices are therefore not acceptable from the esthetic standpoint. 

Other devices have been proposed, especially the one described in patent EP 0 626 

321. This document describes a distribution device comprising a pump mounted on 
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a reservoir. A dosing device is provided in the upper part of the reservoir just under 

the pump body. It concerns a retention cup with a small volume of product which 

is fixed on the pump body, in particular on the bearing tube of the pump body. The 

cup is filled by turning the bottle upside down before activating the pump for 

distributing the dose of the product contained in the cup. Such a device necessitates 

inverting the bottle before each use, which does not make its use very convenient 

or very rapid. Furthermore, when the container used is transparent, the cup is also 

visible. 

Patent US 4,793,527 describes an atomizing device of the aerosol type which does 

not use a plunger tube. The conduit for supplying product to the distribution head 

is realized in the form of conduits formed at the periphery of the container. The 

conduits are delimited by two partitions, a first partition forming the outer wall of 

the container and a second, internal partition located inside the container and 

having a shape substantially identical to the shape of the outer wall of the 

container. The second partition is provided for moving along the outer wall of the 

container under the action of the pushbutton. When the pushbutton is not pushed 

down, the second partition makes tight contact with a part of the outer wall of the 

container in such a manner that the supply conduit of the product to the distribution 

head is obturated. When the pushbutton is pushed down the inner partition slides 

axially and moves away from the outer wall in such a manner as to free the supply 

conduit of the product and allows the atomization of the product. Such a distributor 

is relatively complicated to make since it is necessary to make a relatively bulky 

piece slide inside the container. Moreover, the dynamic seal between the two 

partitions is not easy to create. 

Also, one of the goals of the invention is to make a device for the distribution of a 

product that does not have the disadvantages of the prior art. 
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A particular goal of the invention is to realize a device for the distribution of a 

product that eliminates a plunger tube and that does not comprise any 

disadvantageous element inside the container. 

Another goal of the invention is to realize such a device which is convenient to use 

and which does not require a step prior to the activation of the distribution part. 

Another goal of the invention is to realize such a device that that is easy to realize. 

According to the invention these goals are achieved by realizing a device for the 

distribution of a product, comprising a container with an axis X set on a 

distribution part, which container has an outer side wall and a bottom, which 

device comprises an inner wall delimiting with the outer wall at least one 

longitudinal passage, which passage communicates on the one hand with the inside 

of the container via an orifice situated substantially toward the bottom of the 

container and on the other hand with the distribution part, and the inner wall is 

fixed axially relative to the outer side wall of the container. 

Therefore, the conduit for supplying product to the distribution head is realized in 

the form of a passage formed at the periphery of the container, which avoids 

having to use a plunger tube. Moreover, the inner wall delimiting the passage of 

product with the outer side wall of the container can be realized by a transparent 

material which allows the creation of a conduit for supplying product which cannot 

be seen from the outside. Finally, the passage is delimited by walls fixed axially to 

one another, which is relatively simple to realize. 

According to a first preferred embodiment the external side wall and the inner wall 

are spaced substantially radially in such a manner as to form this longitudinal 

passage. This then creates a passage for the supply of product which extends 
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